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to remember what socks they were wearing during different
activities throughout the day when their prosthetists ask about
socks relative to socket fit and limb volume changes. This device
keeps track, so patients don’t have to write this down all the time.”
The device uses radio frequency identification (RFID) technology and continuously monitors sock use. Laboratory testing on three participants with transtibial amputations showed
that the device correctly monitored sock presence during sitting, standing, and walking when one or two socks were worn
but was less reliable when more socks were used, research by
Sanders and her colleagues reveals. Using ultra-high-frequency
RFID may overcome these limitations, according to their technical report appearing in the Journal of Rehabilitation Research
& Development, published by the Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) Rehabilitation Research & Development Service
(www.rehab.research.va.gov/jour/2012/498/sanders498.html).
“With improvements, the technology may prove useful to practitioners prescribing volume-accommodation strategies for
patients by providing information about sock use between clinical visits, including timing and consistency of daily sock-ply
changes,” the report states.

Career Highlights

Sanders has enjoyed many career highlights. Upon reflection, she
lists “going to the Academy meeting and getting feedback from
the practitioners” among them. “They are very appreciative of
our work and use it; that helps keep us going.”
In terms of research, she says one of her most rewarding
moments was when the UW research team’s instrument to
measure residual-limb-fluid volume finally began working and
producing useful information after months of effort. “It was
about two years before it produced reliable data, so the day we
saw useful information coming out of it was a big one!”
Designing measuring instruments and other research
projects can take much work and many adjustments before the
exhilaration of achieving success, Sanders notes, and when that
happens, “it’s exciting for us and for the students, too. They catch
the energy.” Mentoring students has also been an important
part of Sanders’ career. Her efforts were acknowledged when
undergraduate student members of the UW Golden Key
National Honors Society presented her with the Honorary
Faculty Member Award in 1995 and when she received the
University Faculty Mentor Award from UW in 1998.
Sanders’ research activities have resulted in a large body of
published journal articles along with numerous presentations
at professional meetings. She is co-holder of more than 12 patents plus several copyrighted software programs. Her service to
various professional organizations includes a stint as the associate editor of IEEE Transactions on Rehabilitation Engineering
as well as serving as a peer reviewer on several engineering and
healthcare-related journals.
Sanders’ accomplishments have also garnered numerous
awards. In the prosthetics area, the Academy honored her with
its Research Award during the 2011 Annual Meeting & Scientific
Symposium in Orlando, Florida. She also received Thranhardt
lecture awards in 2010 and 2013.
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